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Abstract
The WordNet knowledge model is currently implemented in multiple software frameworks providing procedural access to language
instances of it. Frameworks tend to be focused on structural/design aspects of the model thus describing low level interfaces for linguistic
knowledge retrieval. Typically the only high level feature directly accessible is word lookup while traversal of semantic relations leads
to verbose/complex combinations of data structures, pointers and indexes which are irrelevant in an NLP context. Here is described an
extension to the JWNL framework that hides technical requirements of access to WordNet features with an essentially word/sense based
API applying terminology from the official online interface. This high level API is applied to the original English version of WordNet
and to an SQL based Portuguese lexicon, translated into a WordNet based representation usable by JWNL.
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1. Introduction
Linguistic thesaurus and dictionaries are useful in Natural
Language Processing (NLP) tasks that require semantic en-
richment of words or collocations. WordNet (Miller, 1995)
provides thesaurus and dictionary functionality through a
knowledge model freely available online and offline for
open domain in English. Alternative models exist1 al-
though limited to manual/online access therefore only suit-
able for knowledge visualization.
WordNet’s coverage and detail are appropriate for sev-
eral NLP tasks (Peh and Ng, 1997), like document clus-
tering (Hotho et al., 2003) and text retrieval (Gonzalo et
al., 1998), although widespread usage is best shown with
the unofficial adaptations to European languages (Pianta
et al., 2002; Vossen, 1997) (among others2), closed do-
mains (Bentivogli et al., 2004a; Buscaldi and Rosso, 2008;
He, 2006), standard knowledge representations (van Assem
and Schreiber, 2006) and fine grained versions (Mihalcea
and Moldovan, 2001).
Computational access to the offline/filesystem version is
available in several frameworks3 mostly aimed at represent-
ing WordNet’s model, therefore lacking procedural word
based usage as manually available in the online version4.
The Java WordNet Library (JWNL)5 is one such framework
and, to our best knowledge, the only featuring translation
of filesystem versions to other storage systems. This allows
WordNet usage on environments unsuitable for filesystems,
such as distributed access to a central version or state-
less/diskless systems.
However, JWNL access to WordNet is not simple, making
desirable a black-box approach to features already reach-
able in a too verbose/complex manner, irrelevant for NLP.
This was the main motivation for us to develop an NLP

1http://www.lexipedia.com/
2http://www.globalwordnet.org/gwa/wordnet table.htm
3http://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/related-projects/#local
4http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
5http://sourceforge.net/projects/jwordnet/

component, called JWNLSIMPLE, using linguistic infor-
mation from WordNet with JWNL as access framework and
development starting point, which is here described.
Some of the advantages of JWNLSIMPLE are: most pro-
cedures only require a string/sense; only basic WordNet in-
formation containers are used; stemming (and some word
lookup) procedures cover all Part-of-Speech (PoS); rela-
tionship getters (some previously unavailable) map the on-
line WordNet behavior; and the ability to represent/access
SQL lexicons as a WordNet (here applied to a Portuguese
lexical database). This work contributes by presenting
JWNLSIMPLE to the research community, which is avail-
able6 with a technical report7.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2. briefly describes starting point concepts and com-
ponents; Section 3. details changes in the framework and
intended usage; Section 4. refers subjective value and fu-
ture work.

2. Development baseline
The development starting point of JWNLSIMPLE is fo-
cused on components of WordNet 3.0 and JWNL 1.4.1.

2.1. WordNet
WordNet is a directed acyclic graph composed of word
forms and meanings related in a many to many manner. As
thesaurus WordNet describes synonym lemmas in synsets
interlinked by lexical and semantic relations, containing
typical dictionary information (gloss, PoS and usage exam-
ples) and uniquely identified.
The offline WordNet version consists of multiple files with
a specific/textual codification while the online version has
a typical search engine interface and is the reference Word-
Net knowledge visualization tool. Non regular inflections
(such as “go” and “went”) are mapped to lemmas in ex-
ception list files (Fellbaum, 1998) while affix based inflec-

6https://qa.l2f.inesc-id.pt/wiki/index.php/Resources
7http://www.inesc-id.pt/ficheiros/publicacoes/8113.pdf
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tions are not represented, although described in Morphy8,
the WordNet’s original morphological processing library.

2.2. JWNL
Usage of JWNLSIMPLE is backed by essential JWNL
components. This description complements available man-
uals9, API10 and related works (Maria Teresa Pazienza and
Tudorache, 2008b; Cunningham et al., 2011).

Storage systems A WordNet filesystem representation
may be converted into a serialized object or SQL ta-
bles/views defined in a JWNL specific schema. Each
storage system corresponds to a concrete implementa-
tion of an abstract Dictionary managing storage spe-
cific resources. WordNet information is accessed
through a storage independent API.

Initialization An initialization phase sets a WordNet ac-
cess profile according to an inputted XML specify-
ing storage type, WordNet version/language, allowed
morphological operations (language dependent) and
storage specific parameters (such as database login or
WordNet location).

Information retrieval Upon initialization becomes avail-
able an instance of Dictionary containing word based
lookup procedures, most requiring a PoS and return-
ing an implementation specific collection of synsets.
Synsets are interlinked by lexical and semantic point-
ers with properties such as group (lexical/semantic),
type, source and targets. It is also possible to find re-
lationships between two synsets.

Stemming For stemming purposes, the Dictionary pro-
vides a MorphologicalProcessor allowing broader
word coverage by combining affix detachment and ex-
ception lists lookup, as seen in Morphy (Fellbaum,
1998). Language specific garbage strings, like detach-
able suffixes (for gerund and plural resolution) and
token delimiters, are defined in JWNL’s initialization
XML along with lookup operations available on re-
duced forms.

3. Extending JWNL
JWNLSIMPLE works as a Java object requiring a configu-
ration XML (used in JWNL) as argument, allowing multi-
ple WordNet formats/versions to coexist on the same pro-
gram. Each JWNLSIMPLE should be set and released, im-
posing a development/usage life cycle. The overall output
organization and coverage is based on the official online
interface.

3.1. Patches
Using database storage, JWNL closes the database connec-
tion upon each query execution (as in each word lookup)
which is inefficient and error prone on batch usage, thus
in JWNLSIMPLE we keep the connection alive until unre-
sponsive or closed explicitly.

8http://wordnet.princeton.edu/man/morphy.7WN.html
9http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/jwordnet/

10http://nlp.stanford.edu/nlp/javadoc/jwnl-docs/

3.2. New Features

WordNet information containers in JWNL are used as in-
put/output of previously unavailable access features.

Lookup and Stemming In JWNLSIMPLE, alternative
stemming and word lookup procedures are supplied,
most covering all PoS thus providing a larger search
space. Stemming procedures wrap the JWNL’s stem-
mer, excluding individual word stems on multiple
word expressions (“running away” results only in “run
away”), being used internally by the developed lookup
procedures.

Semantic/Linguistic Getters for relations in Table 1 were
obtained by extracting words or synsets related to the
input synset with JWNL’s (undocumented) pointers
guessed by result/example matching with the online
WordNet interface.

3.3. Wrappers

JWNL getters output implementation specific collections.
In JWNLSIMPLE, these are parsed into Java collections.

List parsers Getters for relations in Table 2 were based on
existent JWNL procedures returning a JWNL specific
list representation.

Tree parsers Getters for relations in Table 3 were also
obtained from existent JWNL procedures instead re-
turning JWNL trees (subgraphs of WordNet for a sin-
gle relation). JWNLSIMPLE wrappers return a bag
of WordNet containers thus discarding tree structure.
JWNL trees were traversed with overflow precautions,
as such large result sets of inherited/full relations are
replaced with their direct/top level equivalents, as seen
on the online interface.

3.4. SQL based lexicons

JWNLSIMPLE was also applied to a Portuguese Word-
Net stored in an SQL database according to JWNL’s
schema. This WordNet contains lexical knowledge from
TemaNet11, Papel12 and MWN.PT13 originally represented
in a database not compliant with JWNL (dos Santos Cor-
reia, 2010). This database was adapted to JWNL’s schema
with a specific/customizable mapping script since it con-
tains more lexical information than the original WordNet
(such as domains and subdomains, concatenated as gloss)
and less semantic pointers (only synonym, hypernym or hy-
ponym). Availability of lexical information and semantic
pointers is dependent on the originating lexical resource as
such the resulting WordNet does not describe the same in-
formation slots for all synsets. Some of the information
required by JWNL was also not existent in this database
thus being filled with nullable characters/numbers.

11http://www.instituto-camoes.pt/temanet/inicio.html
12http://www.linguateca.pt/PAPEL
13http://mwnpt.di.fc.ul.pt/features.html
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Relation Description Example

Pertainym the broad category of a sense “music” is a pertainym of “musical”

Derivationally Related Form the result of attaching derivational affixes to a stem (a
subset of fuzzynyms (Maria Teresa Pazienza and Tudo-
rache, 2008a))

“fraternity” is a derivationally related form of
“fraternal”

Phrasal Verb a multi word expression containing the verb (original
meaning may change)

“run away” is a phrasal verb of “run”

Domain Usage the environment/discourse type where a sense is ap-
plied (Bentivogli et al., 2004b)

“irony” is a domain usage of “pretty” (as in
“pretty mess”)

Domain Category the type of domain where a sense is applied “physics” is a domain category of “light”

Instance a concrete implementation (Miller and Hristea, 2006)
(applies to proper nouns)

“Google” is an instance of “search engine”

Table 1: Some of the covered relations in JWNLSIMPLE without getters in JWNL.

Relation Description Example

Member Holonym group where the sense belongs “forest” is a member holonym of “tree”

Part Holonym whole element made with the sense “car” is a part holonym of “window”.

Entailment implication of a sense. “inhale” is an entailment of “smoke”

Attribute quantifier of a sense “weight” is an attribute of “heavy”

Cause non causative counterpart of a verb “burn” is a cause of “ignite

See Also alternate/equivalent version of a sense “many” is a see also of “more”

Direct Hypernym category of a sense “tree” is a direct hypernym of “palm”

Direct Hyponym type/kind of a sense “tiger” is a direct hyponym of “cat”

Table 2: Some of the covered relations in JWNLSIMPLE from getters in JWNL returning a JWNL list.

3.5. Usage

Although strictly text based procedures are supplied,
JWNLSIMPLE is best used along with the JWNL names-
pace, which provides proper objects for abstraction of
WordNet basic concepts/datatypes, namely for synsets and
words.

JWNLSimple dbjwnl = new JWNLSimple(”db.xml”);
dbjwnl. init ();
for (Synset ss : dbjwnl. getAllSynsets (”word”)) {

// print synonyms of a ”word” sense
for (Word w1 : ss .getWords()) {

System.out . println (w1.getLemma());
}

// print direct hypernyms of a ”word” sense
for (Synset ss1 : dbjwnl.getDirectHypernyms(ss)){

for (Word w1 : ss1 .getWords()) {
System.out . println (w1.getLemma());

}
}

}
dbjwnl. close ();

Figure 1: JWNLSIMPLE usage example.

The example shown in Figure 1 illustrates usage of JWNL
datatypes and their property access methods, while search-
ing for synonyms and direct hypernyms of all senses of the
word “word” on a database allocated WordNet specified
in the “db.xml” argument. The illustrated object life cy-
cle is particularly meaningful when using databases since
the connection reuse patch lacks monitoring capabilities on
closed or inactive connections (connection pooling).

4. Conclusions and future work
Some of the getters in JWNL use WordNet terminology,
but return specific data types, therefore requiring traver-
sal/usage knowledge from an NLP oriented developer in-
tending to use WordNet. JWNLSIMPLE reduces this
knowledge requirements to basic/essential structures, con-
taining only WordNet related information easily accessi-
ble/understood with their API’s terminology. These con-
tainers are then grouped in Java’s standard datatypes with
well known efficiency, organization and usage.
JWNLSIMPLE allows a WordNet usage with minimum
knowledge of the inner elements/objects that represent the
JWNL and/or WordNet model, while other frameworks,
like JAWS14 or JWI15, force the developer to learn imple-
mentation specific objects and their usage, usually through

14http://lyle.smu.edu/ tspell/jaws/index.html
15http://projects.csail.mit.edu/jwi/
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Relation Description Example

Similar To characterization of a sense “calm” is a similar of “quiet”

Antonym opposite of a sense (direct or through a similar) “naive” is an antonym of “sophisticated”

Inherited Hypernym the category of a sense eventually with other hypernyms
in between

“time period” is an inherited hypernym of
“May”

Full Hyponym the type/kind of a sense eventually with other hyponyms
in between

“magenta” is a full hyponym of “color”

Table 3: Covered relations in JWNLSIMPLE from getters in JWNL returning a JWNL tree.

examples accompanying the API, even for simple tasks
(according to the WordNet model) like synonym retrieval.
These frameworks provide distinct features from JWNL
which may better suit certain usage scenarios, as such the
kind of abstraction provided by JWNLSIMPLE would in-
crease developer’s adoption to WordNet and, consequently,
to NLP applications.
Mapping an SQL lexicon for JWNL compliance is straight-
forward with the developed script since all required infor-
mation slots are defined and can be filled with as much in-
formation as available on the lexicon (eventually concate-
nated for WordNet compliance) allowing access to any SQL
lexicon in a WordNet manner.
As future work, we will fully use the functionality pro-
vided by JWNLSIMPLE in the task of Question-Answering
(QA), as we have already integrated this tool in our labo-
ratory’s QA system. This includes, for instance, using the
lexical and semantic relations to flexibilize the unification
of patterns with sentences in the pattern-based strategy to
answer extraction, or as providers of features to feed the
machine learning-based question classifier.
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